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Abstract 

We employ mean-variance spanning and intersection tests in the stochastic discount 

factor approach to examine the potential diversification benefits of international 

investments from the perspective of Korean investors. Our results show that the addition 

of international regional indices to the set of domestic equities provides significant 

diversification benefits. However, the source and economic magnitude of diversification 

benefits differ across international markets. Furthermore, we find that when investors 

manage their portfolio based on instrument variables, they can not only expand their 

investment opportunities by investing in international assets, but also increase the 

efficiency gain of diversification benefits.  
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1. Introduction 

Over the past decades there has been the growth of international investment opportunities faced 

by domestic investors due to financial deregulation around the world and a large number of 

lifting of investment restrictions faced by institutional investors. International investment 

opportunities are attractive for domestic investors because they provide potential opportunities 

to reduce the risk of their portfolio given the small correlations across international equity 

markets [Dimson, Marsh, Staunton (2002)]. Despite the international diversification benefits, 

evidence on home bias suggests that investors have been reluctant to invest more than small 

fraction of their wealth in foreign financial assets [French and Poterba (1991) and Tesar and 

Werner (1995)]. 

A number of related studies investigate international portfolio diversification benefits from a 

U.S. perspective. Harvey (1995) shows that US investors can gain large benefits from investing 

in emerging markets. Erruza, Hogan, and Hung (1999) show that international diversification 

benefits can be achieved indirectly at home through investing in multinational companies, 

American depository receipts and country funds, which trade in the USA. DeRoon, Nijman, and 

Werker (2001) show that the benefits of international diversification disappear for US investors 

once market frictions such as short-sales constraint and transaction costs are incorporated. 

The global diversification, however, for investors in countries with less well-diversified and 

developed markets such as Korea may be much more important than for US investors since they 

are likely to benefit more from investing abroad than US investors do [Driessen and Laeven 

(2007)]. The results of previous studies which particularly have focused on US investors may 

not represent for investors in most other countries since the stock market of US is one of the 

most developed in the world. 

We evaluate the benefits of international diversification benefits from Korean investors’ 



perspective between January 2001 and December 2007. We examine two main research 

questions in our study. First, are there significant diversification benefits for Korean investors 

when they add international assets to their domestic optimal portfolios? Second, if so, what are 

the economic magnitudes of such diversification benefits?  

To investigate the potential benefits of international diversification, we adopt the spanning 

and intersection test in the stochastic discount factor (SDF) approach, and implement 

estimations using the generalized method of moments (GMM) of Hansen (1982). There are at 

least three motivations to employ the SDF-GMM methodology rather than regression-based 

approach. First, it does not require any specific return distribution so that we can handle non-

normal and non-i.i.d. pricing errors. Second, it is easy to incorporate conditioning information 

to allow time-varying risk premiums. Third, there is no alternative to explicitly impose no 

arbitrage restriction. 

Our study makes two contributions. First, we add to the growing literature on international 

portfolio diversification benefits by providing new evidence from the perspective of Korean 

investors rather than more traditional U.S. investors.1 Second, we add to the literature on 

spanning tests by incorporating conditioning information. By allowing investors to use dynamic 

trading strategy, we further explore whether there still exists diversification benefit of investing 

in international equities.  

We report three main findings in the paper. First, we find that there are significant expands of 

investment opportunities faced by Korean investors when adding the international assets to the 

domestic portfolios. However, the magnitudes of the shift in an economic sense vary 

dramatically across the markets considered in the study. Second, we find that when investors 

manage their portfolio based on instrument variables, they can not only expand their investment 

                                            
1 We are the probably first study to examine international diversification benefits for Korean investors. 



opportunities by investing in international assets, but also increase the efficiency gain of 

diversification benefits. Third, domestic portfolios chosen as benchmark assets in our study span 

and intersect Korea stock market index defined from different source individually and jointly, 

which indicates that these domestic portfolios seem to be a reasonable choice of benchmark 

assets. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the research method adopted in this paper. 

Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 reports the empirical results. Section 5 concludes.  

 

 

2. Method 

2.1 Spanning and intersection test 

We employ the mean-variance spanning and intersection tests to determine whether investment 

opportunities consisted of benchmark assets plus test assets are statistically different from those 

consisted of benchmark assets only. Following the work of DeSantis (1995) and Bekaert and 

Urias (1996)2, we examine the shift of the volatility bounds rather than the mean-variance 

frontiers using GMM estimation. In terms of SDF language, tests investigate whether the 

addition of the test assets to the benchmark assets restricts the set of SDFs that price the 

benchmark assets only [Hansen and Jagannathan (1981)].  

We have three strong motivations to adopt SDF-GMM approach rather than regression-based 

approach for the purpose of this study. First, this approach does not rely on any specific asset 

pricing model, which enable us to avoid ‘bad model problem’ addressed by Fama (1998). 

Second, it does not require specific distributional assumptions of asset returns. Third, it can 

naturally incorporate conditioning information so that we can augment benchmark assets by 

                                            
2 They show that mean-variance spanning hypothesis can be reformulated in terms of volatility bound 
introduced by Hansen and Jagannathan (1981). 



including the managed portfolio based on publicly available instruments.  

Spanning and intersection tests have several distinct features. While spanning tests provide 

evidence for the shift in the volatility bound (equivalently, mean-variance frontier) at every 

point, intersection tests focus on one point, which is a tangency point of the mean-variance 

frontier. 3  Though spanning test is a more general approach and it does not require the 

specification of the risk-free rate, it has a disadvantage: the statistical significance of spanning 

tests does not always correspond to economic significance because tests of spanning rely more 

on the variations of global minimum-variance portfolio rather than tangency portfolio [Kan and 

Zhou (2008)]. On the other hand, intersection tests provide information about economic 

significance of the shift in the optimal portfolio, which is represented by the differences in the 

Sharpe ratios.4 For above reasons, we use both spanning and intersection tests to look at 

diversification benefits for statistical and economical significance.  

Under the law of one price (LOP), there exist a set of SDFs or pricing kernels such that 1+tm

[ ] ,1|11 nttt RmE =Ω++       (1) 

where is a n-dimensional vector of gross asset returns, is n-dimensional vector of ones.  1+tR n1

  Following DeSantis (1995), we project SDF onto such that 1+tm 1+tR

,)( 111 +++ +′+= ttt cRcm εβ       (2) 

where is a constant,c )(cβ is the regression coefficient, and 1+tε is the error term of regression.5 

Since is unobservable, we cannot estimate1+tm )(cβ in general. However, if we require to 1+tm

                                            
3 In this sense, intersection test is a special case of spanning test. 
4 Intersection test can be interpreted as in terms of performance measures like Jensen’s alpha [DeRoon 
and Nijman (2001)]. 
5 This specification is different from Bekaert and Urias (1996) where they project SDF onto the excess 
return space. In this case, we should treat the mean of basis asset returns as a parameter. Otherwise, the 
errors-in-variables problem would arise. [See Kan and Zhou (2008)]. 



price , then we have asset pricing restriction by substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1): 1+tR
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 For the division of benchmark assets and test assets, we partition asset return as 1+tR

[ ]′′′≡ +++ 1,1,1 tTtBt RRR  and partition regression coefficient β as and 

correspond to the set of benchmark assets and test assets, respectively. The dimensions 

of and are
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We now want to test whether the SDF extracted from benchmark assets price the 

augmented assets . It is equivalent to ask whether test assets are redundant for asset 

pricing. Therefore, under the null hypothesis, test assets do not play any role in constructing the 

SDF, which implies that the coefficients in

1, +tBR
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can be rewritten as: 
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Let ( )(ch BT )β denote the sample moment conditions corresponding to the 
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Let as the sample estimates for)(cbB )(cBβ under the null hypothesis that the regression 

coefficients corresponding to the test assets are equal to zero.6 The vector is the solution 

to  

)(cbB

                                            
6 This is a Wald test. Alternatively, we could estimate the regression coefficient without imposing 
restrictions of zero coefficient corresponding to the test assets, and then test whether the estimated 
coefficients corresponding to the test assets are equal to zero (Likelihood-ratio test). 
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where the weighing matrix is  

( ) ( )[ ] 1)()( −′= chchEW ββ BTBTT  

We choose a weighting matrix as an estimator of the inverse of the covariance matrix of the 

orthogonality conditions, using an iterated approach.7  

Note that there are parameters to be estimated withBn )( TB nn + moment conditions. 

The over-identifying restrictions are based on the hypothesis that SDF constructed from the 

use of only benchmark assets must also price the additional assets . For the test of 

intersection, we make one particular choice of constant such that the mean value of the SDF 

equals to the reciprocal of the risk-free rate

Tn

Bn BR Tn TR

c

[ ]( )ft RmE /1i.e., 1 =+ .8 This choice ensures us to 

test whether the optimal portfolio of benchmark and test assets is statistically different from the 

optimal portfolio of benchmark assets only.9 Under a given value of c , intersection hypothesis 

can be tested by using the generalized method of moments (GMM) test of over-identifying 

restrictions: 

Tn
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     (7) 

For the spanning test, we need to test whether the restriction in Eq. (4) holds for every value 

of c in principle. Nonetheless, from the two-fund separation theorem, which states that any 

portfolio on the frontier can be obtained as a linear combination of any two distinct portfolios 

on the frontier, we will test whether volatility bounds derived from and coincide at 1+tR 1, +tBR
                                            
7 Ferson and Foester (1994) provide evidence that iterating and repeatedly updating the weighting matrix 
until the procedure converges has better small sample properties. 
8 Mathematically, the value of c can be derived as 
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9 Dahlquist and Soderlind (1999) and Farnsworth, Ferson, Jackson, and Todd (2002) discuss the 
importance of the identifying the mean of the SDFs. 



only two distinct points. The spanning test can be implemented by estimating two 

vectors and simultaneously)( 1cbB )( 2cbB )( 21 cc ≠ . In this case, there are parameters to be 

estimated with

Bn2

)(2 EB nn + moment conditions. Therefore, the generalized method of moments 

(GMM) test has over-identifying restrictions and will asymptotically be distributed 

under the null hypothesis of spanning.  
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2.2 Incorporating conditioning information 

In the discussions so far, benchmark investment opportunities represent the payoff which is the 

result of simple buy-and-hold trading strategy. Given the ample evidence that asset returns are 

some extent predictable10, rational investors may want to use some conditioning information 

when they form a portfolio. Therefore, it is necessary to expand benchmark assets by including 

all possible linear combination of asset returns which are achievable by using public 

information to examine international diversification benefits. 

In order to incorporate the idea of time-varying expectations, we follow Hansen and 

Singleton (1982), and scale asset returns by instrument variables that have predictive power for 

stock returns. Then we incorporate these scaled returns in the investment opportunity set. 

Formally, let be a k-dimensional vector of predetermined conditioning variables, including a 

constant, which acts as proxies for an information used by investors at time t. This case yields 

the following representation for the pricing relation of Eq. (1): 

tz

( )[ ] ,1|11 tNtttt zzRmE ⊗=Ω⊗++       (7) 

where denotes the Kronecker product. Taking unconditional expectations, this yields ⊗

( )[ ] [ ].111 tNttt zEzRmE ⊗=⊗++       (8) 

                                            
10 Add the literature. 



Thus, the scaled return has an average price equal totitj ZR ,1, + [ ].,tiZE  As Cochrane (1996) 

shows, the scaled return can be interpreted as the payoffs of a strategy where each period an 

amount equal to dollars is invested in a security, yielding a payoff equal to .     

Therefore, one can also think of

tiZ , titj ZR ,1, +

tt zR ⊗+1 as the returns on managed portfolios which are 

achievable by uninformed investors who may use dynamic trading strategies, based on the 

realization values of public information. By including such managed portfolios as benchmark 

assets, we can further explore whether there still exists diversification benefit of investing in 

international equities when investors consider time-varying risk premium. 

The conditional restrictions can be estimated and tested using the same econometric 

methodology as discussed in the unconditional restrictions [Cochrane (2001)]. 

 

 

3. Data 

We consider the benefits of diversification between June 2002 and June 2008 using weekly 

return data. All returns used in our study are converted to Korean won using the weekly-end 

exchange rate provided by MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International). The reason to use 

weekly return rather than monthly return is to gain better characteristics of the size and power of 

GMM estimation based on simulation results available in the previous studies. Bekaert and 

Urias (1996) investigate small sample properties of GMM-spanning test. Their Monte Carlo 

simulation results indicate that the increase in the number of benchmark assets and test assets 

negatively influence the empirical size and power of test statistics on a given sample size. This 

size and power characteristics can be a concern for our analysis because some of the test cases 

include as many as 18 benchmark assets and 18 test assets. Dalquist and Soderlind (1999) use 



weekly data sample between January 1986 and December 1995, and study the effect of the 

sampling frequency of GMM-intersection test. Their simulation exercise shows that using 

weekly return delivers somewhat higher power properties than using monthly return. We choose 

June 2002 as our starting point because weekly return data of MSCI emerging market regional 

indices are available from that time.11  

 

3.1 Domestic Benchmark Assets 

Ideally, domestic benchmark assets should reflect all information about the returns and risk 

available to Korean investors. However, it is not practical to measure the entire set of 

investment opportunities. To represent the Korean stock market, we choose six value-weighted 

indices constructed based on size and style, provided by FnGuide data base. These portfolios are 

MFI (Maekyung Fnguide Index) small growth, small value, medium growth, medium value, 

large growth, and large value. Details of MFI construction and characteristics are provided in 

Appendix. The reason to select these portfolios as benchmark is that (1) they show large 

dispersion in return and risk, (2) cover significant portion of total market capitalization of Korea 

stock market, (3) and, as will be shown later, there is evidence that they span and intersect 

various Korea stock market indices, which implies that no further domestic assets may not 

needed to be included in benchmark assets [Sallstrom (1999)].  

 

3.2 International Test Assets 

We use regional indices from MSCI as the international test assets. To investigate any possible 

difference between developed market and emerging market and across region, we put our focus 

on six equity indices, namely, MSCI indices for the North America, Pacific, Europe, Emerging 

                                            
11 The data of MFI (Maekyung FnGuide Index) starts from January 2001.  



Market Latin America, Emerging Market Pacific, Emerging Market Europe.12 These six equity 

indices are chosen carefully to satisfy the conditions: 1) each regional index does not have 

common national market, and 2) all six regional index together approximately proxy the overall 

global market. The first three indices are belonged to developed market index, while the last 

three indices are included as emerging market index. The MSCI indices are used in recent 

studies by Li, Sarkar, and Wang (2003) and Driessen and Laeven (2007), among others.  

 

3.3 Instrument Variables 

We select the lagged return on MSCI world portfolio and lagged return on MSCI Korea index as 

the instrument variables for the conditional analysis. The former may be views as a proxy for 

the global component, while the latter for the local component [Bekaert and Harvey (1995)]. 

The choice of these variables follows Harvey (1991), Harvey (1995), and Bekaert and Harvey 

(1995), and is for capturing any autocorrelation present in the series.  

 

3.4 Descriptive Statistics 

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of data. The table includes the mean, standard deviation, 

minimum, maximum, and return per unit risk of weekly return.13 The returns are reported in 

percentage and annualized. The average returns of domestic benchmark assets show large 

dispersion ranging between 1.68% (large value) and 23.52% (medium growth) across portfolios. 

The growth portfolio have higher average returns and return per unit risk than the value 

portfolio within a size quintiles, which implies that there is adverse value premium effect in 

                                            
12 These six equity indices are chosen carefully to satisfy the conditions: 1) each regional index does not 
have common national market, and 2) all six regional index together approximately proxy the overall 
global market. 
13 The return per unit risk is computed as dividing the sample mean return by the sample standard 
deviation.  



Korean stock market.14 On the other hand, there is monotonic increase in average returns as size 

decrease within value style portfolios. The emerging market regional indices have higher return 

per unit risk than developed market regional indices, which indicates that adding emerging 

market equities to the portfolio of domestic assets might have more potential to increase the 

efficiency of their portfolio than developed market equities. 

Table 2 shows the correlation matrix of benchmark and test assets. The domestic benchmark 

assets have relatively high correlation among themselves ranging between 0.73 and 0.92. In 

contrast, international assets have low correlation with domestic assets in general15, which 

suggests that domestic investors may benefit from long position in international equity indices. 

In addition, the region of Pacific or Far East shares more correlation with Korea stock market 

than America or Europe. Finally, emerging market index have higher correlation with domestic 

equities than developed market within same region, which shows that Korea stocks covary with 

emerging markets more.  

 

 

4. Empirical Results 

4.1 Spanning and Intersection Test  

We report the results of spanning and intersection test in Table 3. In order to consider the 

diversification benefits of each regional index in isolation, the six regional indices are added 

individually to the set of domestic equities. In addition, the indices are also added jointly to the 

set of domestic assets in order to investigate the diversification benefit of the international 

indices as a group. The international regional indices are grouped under three different 

                                            
14 Of course, this interpretation is needed to be with caution because the portfolio constructions based on 
size and style are not exactly matched with that of Fama and French (1992). 
15 All correlation coefficients between international assets and domestic equities are below 0.5 except for 
the Emerging Market Far East. 



specifications. The first group contains three developed market regional indices, which is 

labeled “All DM.” The second group consists of three emerging market regional indices, labeled 

“All EM.” The third specification includes all regional indices considered in this study, which is 

labeled “All indices.”  

Panel A of Table 3 shows the result of spanning test. The statistic, degree of freedom (DF), 

and the associated p-value are presented. We reject the null hypothesis of spanning for all 

international regional indices. This indicates that there are statistically significant international 

diversification benefits for Korean investors around the world. In all cases, the p-values 

associated with test statistics are so small that one would reject the hypothesis of spanning for 

all reasonable confidence levels. The rejection of spanning hypothesis is of course even stronger 

when we add international regional indices jointly as a group to the set of domestic assets. We 

again reject the null of spanning for all the three alternative groups. 

The test of spanning allows us to investigate whether adding international equities to the 

investment opportunities of a domestic investor statistically shift the mean-variance frontier at 

every point. A more interesting question is to examine the shift of mean-variance frontier at the 

tangency point because the change of the tangency portfolio tells us how much efficiency gain 

domestic investors obtain by adding international assets to their portfolio. This is the idea 

behind the intersection test. In implementing the intersection test, the mean of the SDF is 

determined to be equal to the reciprocal of the average Korean weekly interest rate over the 

sample period to select a tangency point of mean-variance frontier.16  

Panel B of Table 3 presents the result of intersection test. The statistic, degree of freedom, the 

associated p-value, and the Sharpe ratio change induced by including the international assets in 

the investment opportunities are reported. In contrast to the spanning test, we reject the null 

                                            
16 Cochrane (2001), Dalquist, and Soderlind (1999), and DeRoon and Nijman (2001) illustrate the 
relationship between the efficient part of mean-variance frontier and the mean value of SDF.  



hypothesis of intersection for only emerging market Latin America and emerging market Europe. 

This implies that if Korean investors want to generate efficiency gain relative to their optimal 

domestic portfolio, they would be better off by investing in emerging markets excluding Far 

East region where Korea is belonged to. In a group analysis, we fail to reject the null hypothesis 

of intersection for all the groups. The failure of rejection of emerging market group seems to be 

due to the emerging market Far East index. 

A p-value associated with intersection test is a statistical measure of possible efficiency gain. 

A more economically interesting measure of portfolio efficiency gain is the increase in the 

Sharpe ratio. There are considerable differences in the economic magnitude of the efficiency 

gain across international markets. The largest gains from adding the international equity index 

are obtained from investing in the emerging market Latin America and emerging market Europe, 

which raise the Sharpe ratio by 0.29 and 0.19 respectively, while investing in the developed 

market Europe leaves the Sharpe ratio unchanged.17 The group analysis shows that adding 

emerging market indices generate portfolio efficiency twice much than developed market in 

terms of the increase in the Sharpe ratio.  

  The intersection test is for investigating whether two optimal tangency portfolios are 

significantly different. To gain further understanding the results of intersection test, we report 

weights in the tangency portfolios and means, standard deviations, and Sharpe ratios when 

international regional indices are added to the domestic optimal portfolios in Table 4. The first 

row shows the results about domestic optimal portfolio. The domestic optimal portfolio has a 

positive position in the growth portfolios, while takes a negative position in the value portfolios. 

This reflects the fact that growth portfolios have higher return per unit risk than value portfolios. 

When emerging market indices are added to the domestic investment opportunity set, the 

                                            
17 Note that a low p-value is equivalent to a large increase in the Sharpe ratio.  



tangency portfolios take positive weight in the test asset with more than 0.50 in magnitude. On 

the other hand, the tangency portfolios have negative weight in the test asset with more than 

0.50 in magnitude when developed market indices except Europe are included in the set of 

domestic equities.  

Figure 1 shows the mean-variance frontiers of domestic benchmark assets only and expanded 

portfolio by including international regional indices. Panel A of Figure 1 displays the 

diversification benefit for developed market indices. We can see that frontier of augmented set 

of benchmark assets is shifted outward. However, the shift of frontier arises from lower and 

inefficient part and the Capital Market Line (CML) remains almost same, which is consistent 

with the result of statistical test of intersection. All developed market indices lie far from the 

frontier of domestic benchmark assets. Panel B of Figure 1 illustrates the diversification benefit 

for emerging market indices. The CML of augmented portfolio has a higher slope than that of 

domestic portfolio. Therefore, investing emerging market indices not only expand inefficient 

part, but also efficient part of the mean-variance frontier. 

If we put together the result of spanning and intersection test, we may summarize the 

diversification benefit in the following way. Adding the international regional indices of North 

America, Pacific, Europe, emerging market Far East to the set of domestic assets significantly 

shift the mean-variance frontier outward. However, the shift of frontier is mainly due to the 

movement of lower and inefficient part of frontier because we fail to reject the null hypothesis 

of intersection at the tangency point. On the other hand, investing in the international regional 

indices of emerging market Latin America and emerging market Europe shift the portfolio 

frontier of domestic equities not only at the inefficient part, but also at the efficient part. Finally, 

emerging market indices give more efficiency gain relative to the optimal domestic portfolio 

than developed market in general.  



 

4.2 Conditional Analysis 

Up to now, the analysis of international diversification benefit has been unconditional. In the 

unconditional analysis, implicit assumption is that investors hold their portfolios whose weights 

are fixed for the full sample period. This is equivalent to assuming that investment opportunity 

set remains constant over time, or risk premium does not change during the period. However, 

there is ample evidence of time-varying risk premium.18 In this section, we now investigate 

further international diversification benefits by considering managed portfolios based on 

instrument variables. We augment both benchmark and test assets by including managed 

portfolios, and then implement spanning and intersection test using these augmented portfolios. 

The conditional analysis enables us to investigate whether the diversification benefits remains 

when the investors do dynamic trading strategies based on public information.  

  Table 5 presents the result of spanning and intersection test under conditional analysis. Panel 

A of Table 5 shows that we can reject the null hypothesis of conditional spanning for all 

international regional indices individually and jointly, which is the same result drawn from 

unconditional analysis. This implies that even if investors dynamically manage their portfolios, 

investing in international equities still significantly produce diversification benefits to their 

domestic optimal portfolios.  

Panel B of Table 5 reports the conditional intersection test. Unlike the unconditional analysis, 

we fail to reject the null hypothesis of intersection for the indices of North America, Europe, 

and emerging market Latin America. Interestingly, North America and Europe indices which are 

belonged to developed market become the test assets which generate significant Sharpe ratio 

increases. It indicates that exploiting the instrument variables which predict future market return 

                                            
18 The literature documenting time variation in expected returns include Campbell (1987), Fama and 
French (1988), and Shanken (1990). 



has different effect on diversification benefit across international markets. The magnitudes of 

efficiency gain measured by Sharpe ratio change increase for all indices when the set of assets 

include managed portfolios. It implies that investors can increase international diversification 

benefits by dynamically managing their portfolios based on the public information. This is 

consistent with conventional wisdom that considering the predictable part of investment 

opportunities help to increase risk-return tradeoff. 

Thus, conditional analysis deepens our understanding of international diversification benefit. 

Incorporating time-varying risk premium still allows domestic investors to expand their 

investment opportunities by investing in international equities. Furthermore, investors even 

significantly increase the magnitude of portfolio efficiency by dynamically managing their 

portfolio. Finally, the effects of managing portfolio are different across international markets, 

thereby investors now can gain efficiency gain from investing in developed market, which is not 

the case for the buy-and-hold trading strategy.  

 

4.3 Diagnosis of Benchmark Assets 

We use multiple domestic portfolios as benchmark assets, and test whether adding international 

equities to this set of benchmark assets consisting of more than one asset significantly shift the 

mean-variance frontier outward. This approach differs from previous studies in that single 

domestic stock market index is used as a benchmark. In this case, however, a single benchmark 

index might be suboptimal in the sense that it is not enough to capture all relevant information 

about the payoff space of domestic stock market. In contrast, the benchmark portfolio adopted 

in this study will be an optimal, in a mean-variance sense. Therefore, our approach can be views 

as test whether there is diversification benefit of investing in international assets when a 

domestic investor holds an optimal domestic portfolio, rather than a possibly suboptimal market 



index portfolio.  

However, one possible concern with our analysis is that benchmark assets selected in this 

study may not span the domestic stock market index. To check this, we investigate whether six 

size and style sorted portfolios are enough to capture stock market index. Specifically, we 

implement spanning and intersection test when Korea equity index defined from different 

source is added individually and jointly to the portfolio of benchmark assets. We choose 

Kospi200, Kosdaq100, and MSCI Korea index as test assets for diagnosis of benchmark assets. 

Table 6 reports the results. We fail to reject the null hypothesis of spanning for the Korea 

stock market index both individually and jointly. It implies that six size and style sorted 

portfolio employed as Korean benchmark assets do a good job of spanning the domestic mean-

variance frontier generated by all Korea equities. In addition, we also fail to reject the null of 

intersection individually and jointly. It indicates that we investigate international diversification 

benefit relative to domestic optimal portfolio because Korea stock market index cannot generate 

efficiency gain relative to our benchmark assets. The conclusion from the analysis is that 

domestic portfolios used in this study are a reasonable choice of benchmark assets.  

 

 

5. Conclusion 

We adopt mean-variance spanning and intersection tests in the stochastic discount factor 

approach to investigate the potential diversification benefits of international investments from 

the perspective of Korean investors. There are three main findings in our study. First, there are 

significant diversification benefits when adding international regional indices to the set of 

domestic equities. However, the source and economic magnitude of diversification benefits 

differ across international markets. Investing in the indices of North America, Pacific, Europe, 



and emerging market Far East shift mainly lower and inefficient part of mean-variance frontier, 

while adding the indices of emerging market Latin America and emerging market Europe shift 

both efficient and inefficient part of the portfolio frontier. In addition, emerging market indices 

give more efficiency gain relative to the optimal domestic portfolio than developed market in 

general. 

  Second, when we allow investors to use dynamic trading strategies based on instrument 

variables, there are still significant diversification benefits for investing in international assets. 

Furthermore, the economic magnitudes of diversification measured as Sharpe ratio change 

increase for all international indices, which suggests that investors should manage their portfolio 

if they want to increase the efficiency gain of diversification benefit.  

Finally, we address the concern arising from the choice of benchmark assets. We further 

examine the ability of benchmark assets chosen in our study to capture Korea equity index 

defined from different source. The result of spanning and intersection for stock market index 

shows that six size and style sorted portfolio both span and intersect stock market index 

individually and jointly. Thus, these domestic portfolios seem to be a reasonable choice of 

benchmark assets. 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

The table reports mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and return per unit risk of the won-denominated 

weekly return between June 2002 and June 2008. The returns are reported in percentage and annualized. The return 

per unit risk is computed as dividing the sample mean return by the sample standard deviation. Panel A contains 

domestic benchmark assets consisted of six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). Panel B contains international equity 

regional indices, which are from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The indices of North America, Pacific, 

and Europe are belonged to developed market index, while the indices of emerging market (EM) Latin America, EM 

Far East, and EM Europe are included as emerging market index. Panel C contains the information variables used in 

the conditional analysis. The lagged return on MSCI world portfolio and lagged return on MSCI Korea index are used 

as the instrument variables. 

 

    Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum Return per unit risk
Panel A: Benchmark Assets      
 Small Growth 15.90  15.65  -472.29  770.79  0.10  
 Small Value 10.58  17.65  -508.63  761.14  0.06  
 Medium Growth 23.52  19.07  -793.03  735.45  0.12  
 Medium Value 10.25  19.94  -800.73  940.18  0.05  
 Large Growth 17.80  15.51  -764.34  581.58  0.11  
 Large Value 1.68  18.74  -817.98  730.69  0.01  
Panel B: Test Assets      
 North America 3.34  10.15  -408.71  397.84  0.03  
 Pacific 6.72  10.11  -311.30  298.07  0.07  
 Europe 8.00  10.40  -393.67  330.43  0.08  
 EM Latin America 27.70  16.12  -515.85  409.85  0.17  
 EM Far East 11.04  12.58  -400.22  605.79  0.09  
 EM Europe 24.32  15.72  -578.62  593.06  0.15  
Panel C: Information Variables      
 Lagged World 13.80  16.28  -461.84  775.93  0.08  
  Lagged Korea 4.72  9.21  -358.02  339.47  0.05  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Correlation Matrix 

The table reports the correlations among domestic benchmark assets, international equity regional indices, and instrument variables. The domestic benchmark assets are consisted 

of six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). The international equity regional indices are from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The indices of North America, Pacific, 

and Europe are belonged to developed market index, while the indices of emerging market (EM) Latin America, EM Far East, and EM Europe are included as emerging market 

index. The lagged return on MSCI world portfolio and lagged return on MSCI Korea index are used as the instrument variables. The data sample period covers from June 2002 to 

June 2008. 

 

  Small  Small Medium Medium Large Large North     EM  EM  EM Lagged Lagged  
 Growth Value Growth Value Growth Value America Pacific Europe Latin America Far East Europe World Korea 
Small Growth 1.00               
Small Value 0.86  1.00              
Medium Growth 0.83  0.75  1.00             
Medium Value 0.80  0.79  0.89  1.00            
Large Growth 0.79  0.73  0.90  0.89  1.00           
Large Value 0.75  0.74  0.84  0.90  0.92  1.00          
North America 0.26  0.23  0.20  0.16  0.20  0.19  1.00         
Pacific 0.49  0.50  0.42  0.40  0.40  0.36  0.42  1.00        
Europe 0.33  0.29  0.25  0.23  0.25  0.24  0.79  0.52  1.00       
EM Latin America 0.44  0.39  0.37  0.34  0.35  0.33  0.61  0.52  0.67  1.00      
EM Far East 0.84  0.86  0.71  0.75  0.69  0.70  0.35  0.61  0.45  0.53  1.00     
EM Europe 0.34  0.30  0.29  0.25  0.26  0.23  0.37  0.50  0.55  0.62  0.43  1.00    
Lagged World -0.08  -0.09  -0.01  -0.02  0.05  0.03  -0.10  -0.06  -0.10  -0.03  -0.06  -0.01 1.00   
Lagged Korea 0.22  0.24  0.18  0.21  0.21  0.25  -0.02  0.14  -0.02  0.00  0.26  0.04  0.36  1.00  

 

 

 



Table 3. Spanning and Intersection Test 

The table reports the results of spanning (Panel A) and intersection (Panel B) test when a set of international equity 

regional indices is added to the portfolio of domestic benchmark assets. The test statistic, degree of freedom (DF), p-

value, and Sharpe ratio change are reported. The null hypothesis of spanning is that the mean-variance frontier of 

benchmark assets shifts outward when test assets are added to benchmark assets, while the null hypothesis of 

intersection is that the tangency portfolio of benchmark assets is statistically different when we add test assets to 

benchmark assets. The domestic benchmark assets are six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). The set of international 

equity regional indices are from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The indices of North America, Pacific, 

and Europe are belonged to developed market index, while the indices of emerging market (EM) Latin America, EM 

Far East, and EM Europe are included as emerging market index. All DM, All EM, and All indices indicate group 

analysis where all developed market indices, all emerging market indices, and all test assets are added to benchmark 

assets as a group, respectively. The weekly return data are used covering the period from June 2002 to June 2008.  

 

Panel A: Spanning Tests 
 North America Pacific Europe EM Latin America EM Far East EM Europe
Statistics 198.48  278.36 218.53  51.92  148.88  45.91  
DF 2  2  2  2  2  2  
P-value 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
 All DM All EM All indices    
Statistics 380.99  184.28 526.24     
DF 6  6  12     
P-value 0.00  0.00  0.00     

Panel B: Intersection Tests 
 North America Pacific Europe EM Latin America EM Far East EM Europe
Statistics 0.51  0.55  0.06  6.33  0.82  3.66  
DF 1  1  1  1  1  1  
P-value 0.48  0.46  0.81  0.01  0.36  0.06  
Sharpe Ratio Change 0.02  0.02  0.00  0.29  0.05  0.19  
 All DM All EM All indices    
Statistics 2.64  6.89  10.54     
DF 3 3 6    
P-value 0.45  0.08  0.10     
Sharpe Ratio Change 0.12  0.31  0.71        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4. Statistics for Tangency Portfolio 

The table reports the weights, mean, standard deviation, and Sharpe ratio of the tangency portfolio. The returns are reported in percentage and annualized. The benchmark assets are 

augmented with each individual international equity regional index in turn. The domestic benchmark assets are six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). The set of international equity 

regional indices are from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The indices of North America, Pacific, and Europe are belonged to developed market index, while the indices 

of emerging market (EM) Latin America, EM Far East, and EM Europe are included as emerging market index. The weekly return data are used covering the period from June 2002 

to June 2008. 
 

  Weights in the Tangency Portfolio Tangency Portfolio 

Test Asset 
Small 

Growth 
Samll  
Value 

Medium 
Growth 

Medium 
Value 

Large 
Growth 

Large  
Value Test Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Sharpe 
Ratio 

 0.15  -0.01  1.20  -0.50  3.66  -3.50   10.16  3.07  3.14  
North America 0.33  0.01  1.76  -0.82  5.36  -5.07  -0.57  14.79  4.51  3.16  
Pacific 0.29  0.11  1.70  -0.72  5.17  -4.95  -0.59  14.16  4.31  3.16  
Europe 0.11  -0.02  1.10  -0.44  3.33  -3.20  0.12  9.32  2.80  3.14  
EM Latin America -0.15  -0.05  0.77  -0.25  2.38  -2.33  0.64  8.24  2.24  3.44  
EM Far East -0.10  -0.27  0.95  -0.44  2.85  -2.71  0.71  8.10  2.38  3.19  
EM Europe -0.05  -0.04  0.74  -0.28  2.44  -2.32  0.50  7.82  2.19  3.33  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5. Spanning and Intersection Test Imposing Conditional Analysis 

The table reports the results of conditional spanning (Panel A) and intersection (Panel B) test when a set of 

international equity regional indices is added to the portfolio of domestic benchmark assets. The test statistic, degree 

of freedom (DF), p-value, and Sharpe ratio change are reported. The null hypothesis of spanning is that the mean-

variance frontier of benchmark assets shifts outward when test assets are added to benchmark assets, while the null 

hypothesis of intersection is that the tangency portfolio of benchmark assets is statistically different when we add test 

assets to benchmark assets. The domestic benchmark assets are six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). We scale 

benchmark asset returns by the instrument variables to incorporate conditioning information. The instrument 

variables are a constant, the lagged return on MSCI world portfolio and lagged return on MSCI Korea index. The set 

of international equity regional indices are from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The indices of North 

America, Pacific, and Europe are belonged to developed market index, while the indices of emerging market (EM) 

Latin America, EM Far East, and EM Europe are included as emerging market index. All DM, All EM, and All 

indices indicate group analysis where all developed market indices, all emerging market indices, and all test assets are 

added to benchmark assets as a group, respectively. The weekly return data are used covering the period from June 

2002 to June 2008.  

 

Panel A: Spanning Test 
 North America Pacific Europe EM Latin America EM Far East EM Europe
Statistics 287.66  313.58  216.70  62.09  155.02  42.15  
DF 6  6  6  6  6  6  
P-value 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
 All DM All EM All indices    
Statistics 699.77  288.57  1400.40     
DF 18  18  36     
P-value 0.00  0.00  0.00     

Panel B: Intersection Test 
 North America Pacific Europe EM Latin America EM Far East EM Europe
Statistics 7.48  0.38  14.36  19.59  2.74  4.99  
DF 3  3  3  3  3  3  
P-value 0.06  0.94  0.00  0.00  0.43  0.17  
Sharpe Ratio Change 0.52  0.03  0.42  0.64  0.11  0.26  
 All DM All EM All indices    
Statistics 22.20  22.98  48.34     
DF 9 9 18    
P-value 0.01  0.01  0.00     
Sharpe Ratio Change 0.83  0.85  1.97        

 

 

 

 

 



Table 6. Spanning and Intersection Test for Korea Index 

The table reports the results of spanning (Panel A) and intersection (Panel B) test when Korea equity index defined 

from different source is added to the portfolio of benchmark assets. The test statistic, degree of freedom (DF), p-value, 

and Sharpe ratio change are reported. The null hypothesis of spanning is that the mean-variance frontier of 

benchmark assets shifts outward when test assets are added to benchmark assets, while the null hypothesis of 

intersection is that the tangency portfolio of benchmark assets is statistically different when we add test assets to 

benchmark assets. The benchmark assets are six Maekyung FnGuide indices (MFI). The set of test asset includes 

KOSPI, KOSPI200, KOSDAQ, KOSDAQ 100, MFI Korea index, and MSCI Korea index. All indices indicates 

group analysis where all test assets are jointly added to benchmark assets. The weekly return data are used covering 

the period from June 2002 to June 2008.  

 

Panel A: Spanning Tests 
 Kospi200 Kosdaq100 MSCI All indices 
Statistics 4.77  4.34  0.19   
DF 2  2  2   
P-value 0.09  0.11  0.91   

Panel B: Intersection Tests 
 Kospi200 Kosdaq100 MSCI All indices 
Statistics 1.59  0.56  0.04   
DF 1  1  1   
P-value 0.21  0.45  0.84   
Sharpe Ratio Change 0.08  0.03  0.00   
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